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two women both destined to be revered as saints but how very different in character opinions and life stylethey were is lucidly conveyed in this exceptional double biography long

accepted as a classic of its kind the eagle is saint teresa of avila the national saint of spain a woman of beauty breeding and culture to whom the very idea of becoming a nun was at first

repugnant yet become a nun she did not only a nun but one of the most energetic and resourceful reformers of the demoralized spanish church in the fanatical age of the inquisition the

dove is saint thérèse of lisieux the most gently remarkable of saints a young french bourgeois who spent her life in total obscurity as a nun and died of tuberculosis at the age of twenty

four after her death the publication of l histoire d une âme turned the little flower of lisieux into a world wide cult a brilliant and sensitive piece of writing v s pritchett after a very sad day a

nesting dove and an angel rejoice in the miracles of spring and new life this picture book gently touches on the events of the first easter with a heartwarming message about new life

which celebrates the resurrection illustrations from award winning illustrator kristina stephenson make this a delightful read to share during the run up to easter lori wick s bestselling

series the kensington chronicles more than 375 000 copies sold has a fresh new look sure to please her longtime fans and draw a new generation of readers set in the 1800s this series

captures the adventure wealth and romance of the british empire when the king commands bracken to marry high spirited megan is chosen to fulfill the edict unskilled in the ways of love

bracken finds megan captivating yet cannot seem to voice his feelings until he almost loses her forever an imperious captor heading a thundering cavalcade of richly dressed moorish

soldiers lord hassan commands attention with just one glance from his deep black eyes and with one look he knew that he had to have the chestnut haired beauty who returned his stare

with such bold sensual defiance a willful captive fascinated by the enigmatic horseman spirited sarita is swept up by the arrogant stranger and carried off to his mountaintop palace

enslaved to this mighty lord sarita s untamed and passionate nature swiftly makes a prisoner of hassan s yearning heart but their powerful love could topple a vast empire and in doing so

endanger the future of this destined pair selected by the modern library as one of the 100 best novels of all time neither edith wharton nor e m forster admired it but louis auchincloss

calls the wings of the dove perhaps the greatest of henry james s novels published in 1902 the novel represented something of a comeback for james whose only bestseller daisy miller

had appeared more than two decades earlier set amid the splendor of fashionable london drawing rooms and gilded venetian palazzos the story concerns a pair of lovers who conspire to

obtain the fortune of a doomed american heiress but the naïve young woman becomes both their victim and their redeemer in james s meticulously designed drama of treachery and self

betrayal it seems to me that i know the characters even more intimately than i know the characters in the earlier novels of his balzac period said louis auchincloss the wings of the dove

represents the pinnacle of james s prose this version is the definitive new york edition which appeared in 1907 together with the author s preface a hawk turns into a dove and peace falls

over the world the hawk is sad he is tired of war so he changes his face and puts on gloves whoosh he has become a gentle dove and all around him the world is at peace war planes

turn into butterflies soldiersÕ guns sprout dazzling flowers everyone is joyful as a blanket of calm envelops the world but though happy now the dove still worries will it last in a time of

uncertainty a powerful story that dares to imagine peace overcoming war there is a lot of material on the carroll family because of their being the proprieters of the colony in 9th century

normandy norse shieldmaiden halla and frankish christian taurin struggle to preserve their marriage as fanatics on both sides threaten to destroy the fragile peace between their peoples
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designed to be used by children in their first six months of school pm starters one and two christian is good at his job in fact he s the very best his most recent assignment is about to

change his life christian will be forced to choose between the life he has always known and the one that might be christian s faith will be tested as he sets out on a dangerous journey to

save allie the woman who will forever change his life hutter creates a vivid picture of a world caught between heaven and hell this visual novel will catch your attention and make you

question what you think you already know a brilliant and revealing biography of the two most important americans during the cold war era written by the grandson of one of them only two

americans held positions of great influence throughout the cold war ironically they were the chief advocates for the opposing strategies for winning and surviving that harrowing conflict

both men came to power during world war ii reached their professional peaks during the cold war s most frightening moments and fought epic political battles that spanned decades yet

despite their very different views paul nitze and george kennan dined together attended the weddings of each other s children and remained good friends all their lives in this masterly

double biography nicholas thompson brings nitze and kennan to vivid life nitze the hawk was a consummate insider who believed that the best way to avoid a nuclear clash was to

prepare to win one more than any other american he was responsible for the arms race kennan the dove was a diplomat turned academic whose famous x article persuasively argued

that we should contain the soviet union while waiting for it to collapse from within for forty years he exercised more influence on foreign affairs than any other private citizen as he weaves

a fascinating narrative that follows these two rivals and friends from the beginning of the cold war to its end thompson accomplishes something remarkable he tells the story of our nation

during the most dangerous half century in history the raven and the dove is gothic horror at it s most sensitive and most powerful here is a novel for readers who like to feel that special

chill at the base of the spine who like to pick up a book and then find they simply can t put it down a highly accomplished novel by a very talented writer zara and noah have walked

together with the creator for their entire lives and they have done their best in an increasingly wicked and defiant world to raise their three sons to follow in their footsteps it has been a

challenge and it s about to get much much harder when the creator tells her husband to build an ark to escape the coming wrath against the sins of humankind zara steps out with him in

faith but the derision and sabotage directed their way from both friends and extended family are difficult to bear as is knowing that everyone she interacts with beyond her husband her

sons and their wives is doomed to destruction and when the ark is finally finished and the animals have been shut up inside zara and her family embark on an adventure that will test

their patience and their faith as they await deliverance and dry ground experience the story of noah and the flood like you never have before with bestselling and award winning author jill

eileen smith as your guide you ll never look at a rainbow the same way again historical fiction series from a fascinating era caught in the sweeping changes connected with the european

reformation and renaissance sixteenth century holland under the reluctant leadership of william of orange rebelled against the strong control of spain s king philip the war that ensued to

squelch the rebellion and exterminate religious heresy at any cost sets the background for ethel herr s compelling series the seekers in the dove and the rose two young people are

wrenched apart by the struggles of their parents pieter lucas is banished from his home for refusing to abide by his father s commitment to the beggars an extreme wing of calvinism

aletta engelshofen is not allowed by her father to see pieter for fear of any association with the beggars while they meet in secret aletta promises her love to pieter and that she will wait

for him until the trouble passes swirling tides of emerging religious political cultural and personal independence clash in this excellent first book in the seekers alfred duggan s saxon

novels have a special cachet in the cunning of the dove this masterly author chooses edward the confessor as his hero the story is told by the royal chamberlain he thinks in english

speaks in french and writes in latin but duggan does our share of the work and the fog is dissipated st edward is unwrapped from the shroud of ignorance that has enveloped him and is
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presented as a credible human being a saint but one whose unworldliness gave him extraordinary political foresight he is remembered for the splendid foundation of westminster but his

greatest contribution was his unswerving belief that england needed a norman rule to unify the country before alfred duggan wrote this novel edward the confessor was probably the

dimmest of english kings but duggan is a master and brings to life a whole remote age which we accept miracles and all evening standard he is a true artist creating and composing from

a disciplined imagination there is no denying the coherence and lucidity of his account times literary supplement the encounter dr lucas greywolf had carved a life for himself in wyoming

tending to the needs of his people until rachel fortune arrived her outsider s ways annoyed him her delectable body aroused him and although lucas sensed he should avoid this

troublesome woman a passion neither could deny drove them together and soon he discovered that rachel would bear his child lucas knew he couldn t force this willful woman to become

his wife yet how he wanted her to truly surrender herself body and soul to their love jack cherie the twins and a family friend ryan find themselves at the end of the world from the edge of

their forest as far as the eye can see there is nothing but death and destruction trying to make sense of the catastrophic events the small group is thrust into a world far beyond their

wildest imaginations forcing them to quickly adapt to the art of survival navigating their way through ever changing realities the group soon learns that thoughts become things and

innocent thoughts become things fast do you know the biblical story of noah and the ark and the flood which covered the whole earth in the elephant and the dove author lenie nilsen

provides young readers with a beautifully illustrated account portrayed through the eyes of two elephants essie and sortie and a little white dove called sweetie in the story the animals

were saved from perishing in the flood because noah obeyed god lenie has sensitively captured the animals feelings and thoughts her passion to share god s word to others clearly

shows in her writing a sweeping saga of the building of americas railroads and the courageous men and women whose lives and loves have made history this title is the first in a three

book historical romance series original although i wanted to honor my dad in this book i also wanted to preserve a history for future generations the world is constantly changing and the

strength and simple joys that we had several years ago sometimes seem to get lost in the hustle and bustle of today s world life was harder then but the simple things in life were good

enough to keep us going along with a faith in a loving and kind god i am hoping that by sharing these memories it will show the strength of family the joy that family can bring and the

love that should never get lost many of us have family stories and antics we treasure in our memories most of mine involve my dad with his songs and poetry remembering second

edition is a collection of these memories the first edition of this book was simply a recitation of those poems and songs some of the songs were written by dad yet many were songs he

heard his daddy sing as he was growing up on the farm in the 1920s and 30s with the second edition i have taken it a bit farther many of the poems written had stories that went along

with them which have been included where possible the history behind some of the music and variations to the lyrics has been included additionally i have added family stories and

history both bad and good happy and sad these memories of love laughter heartache and struggles should not be forgotten over time this second edition also includes poetry that had

been lost previously and some additional poetry from daddy s aunts children and grandchildren read along or enhanced ebook in this collection of three lesser known aesop fables you

will learn why bats fly at night why you should pick your friends carefully and why even a tiny ant could be your guardian angel an ant topples into a stream while drinking water and is

saved by a dove will the little ant get a chance to express her gratitude to the kind dove for saving her life read the heart warming tale of the dove and the ant in this cute and wonderfully

illustrated storybook about how a good deed is alwaysrewarded adapted especially for little readers this book is the perfect read aloud story for kids the final tournament of the century

was a glorious sight here in champagne unless you have been privileged to see the colourful pavilions the brave pennants the sleek horses and to hear the cheerful noise of the vendors
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of all manner of goods unless you have walked amongst the sideshows of freaks and jugglers stilt walkers and tethered bears whose beady little eyes follow you unless you have seen

and heard all this you cannot imagine how young amaury de montfort felt the morning he woke up on count thibaut s estate that first week of advent in the year of our lord 1199 peering

over the battlements of thibaut s castle the little boy could not know the effect this tournament would have not only on his life and that of his family but eventually on the lives of many

thousands of innocent people who would die rather than give up their beliefs everyone who was anyone was present at this tourney after all thibaut was cousin brother and nephew to

kings and could easily afford the cost of mounting such a spectacle amaury himself came from a long line of illustrious warriors in the ile de france and he was related through his

grandmother to the earls of leicester in england the whole of the flower of french knighthood was present and there was even a rumour that the pope himself had sent one of his legates

to preach a special message here for it was the beginning of the feast of the nativity the novel the dove and the devil is the story of the events that were set in motion on that winter s

day when simon de montfort amaury s father first answered the pope s call to a crusade he never made it to the holy land and the reasons why he didn t were what drew him to the

attention of pope innocent the third innocent was pleased to put this faithful son of holy mother church in command of the first army ever to fight christians in a christian land the holocaust

which followed when de montfort swept with his armies into occitania ensured that a million souls would be wiped off the face of the scorched earth of that part of france which we now

know as languedoc and the modern notion of genocide would be born the novel weaves between the lives of the noble de montfort family in the north and the humbler family of the

heroine maurina in the south of the country maurina is a cathar a believer in an alternative set of christian beliefs she is one of the people de montfort is intent on destroying by the time

de montfort and his armies invade her country maurina is growing up and can recognize that the clash of cultures will benefit no one the extreme cruelties perpetrated by both sides will

change the face of her beloved occitania forever her life becomes inextricably bound up with the life of guy de montfort amaury s younger brother whose political and religious views are

not entirely in harmony with those of the rest of his family the budding friendship of the two young people is torn apart by political and religious considerations but it is a testament to how

youth can have hopes that things might change in the impossible world in which they live the dove and the devil is the first part of the de montfort trilogy part two the dove in flight will be

available towards the end of 2007 the hawk and the dove is historical fiction with threads of magical realism and romance it develops over six wartime periods the viking era the peninsula

war the us civil war world war ii and the killing fields of rwanda and vietnam a hawk and dove flow through these times influencing characters in their struggles rich with imagery and

emotion this collection of captivating tales of a 13th century community reflects the timeless drama of people learning to love and accept god s grace the legend in the 18th dynasty of

egypt there was born a love that could never be broken that of a young queen and a great warrior and while the warrior s duty to combat the infidel was strict and though his beloved was

the wife of pharaoh the two would be separated only by death and then only for a time the lovers elizabeth summers came to the dig at akhetaten in 1892 great things were being

discovered english archaeologists had made huge advances and egypt s fantastic history was being laid bare but elizabeth was not destined to simply study history she was to be a part

of it swept away by desert raiders the pale beauty found herself in the arms of a great sheikh and while elizabeth didn t know whether she was the reincarnation of an ancient queen she

realized that in this man s arms she had found her destiny
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The Eagle and the Dove

2011-12-16

two women both destined to be revered as saints but how very different in character opinions and life stylethey were is lucidly conveyed in this exceptional double biography long

accepted as a classic of its kind the eagle is saint teresa of avila the national saint of spain a woman of beauty breeding and culture to whom the very idea of becoming a nun was at first

repugnant yet become a nun she did not only a nun but one of the most energetic and resourceful reformers of the demoralized spanish church in the fanatical age of the inquisition the

dove is saint thérèse of lisieux the most gently remarkable of saints a young french bourgeois who spent her life in total obscurity as a nun and died of tuberculosis at the age of twenty

four after her death the publication of l histoire d une âme turned the little flower of lisieux into a world wide cult a brilliant and sensitive piece of writing v s pritchett

The Angel and the Dove

2010-01-01

after a very sad day a nesting dove and an angel rejoice in the miracles of spring and new life this picture book gently touches on the events of the first easter with a heartwarming

message about new life which celebrates the resurrection illustrations from award winning illustrator kristina stephenson make this a delightful read to share during the run up to easter

The Knight and the Dove

2004-01-01

lori wick s bestselling series the kensington chronicles more than 375 000 copies sold has a fresh new look sure to please her longtime fans and draw a new generation of readers set in

the 1800s this series captures the adventure wealth and romance of the british empire when the king commands bracken to marry high spirited megan is chosen to fulfill the edict

unskilled in the ways of love bracken finds megan captivating yet cannot seem to voice his feelings until he almost loses her forever

The Falcon and the Dove

1992
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an imperious captor heading a thundering cavalcade of richly dressed moorish soldiers lord hassan commands attention with just one glance from his deep black eyes and with one look

he knew that he had to have the chestnut haired beauty who returned his stare with such bold sensual defiance a willful captive fascinated by the enigmatic horseman spirited sarita is

swept up by the arrogant stranger and carried off to his mountaintop palace enslaved to this mighty lord sarita s untamed and passionate nature swiftly makes a prisoner of hassan s

yearning heart but their powerful love could topple a vast empire and in doing so endanger the future of this destined pair

The Eagle and the Dove

2010-01-05

selected by the modern library as one of the 100 best novels of all time neither edith wharton nor e m forster admired it but louis auchincloss calls the wings of the dove perhaps the

greatest of henry james s novels published in 1902 the novel represented something of a comeback for james whose only bestseller daisy miller had appeared more than two decades

earlier set amid the splendor of fashionable london drawing rooms and gilded venetian palazzos the story concerns a pair of lovers who conspire to obtain the fortune of a doomed

american heiress but the naïve young woman becomes both their victim and their redeemer in james s meticulously designed drama of treachery and self betrayal it seems to me that i

know the characters even more intimately than i know the characters in the earlier novels of his balzac period said louis auchincloss the wings of the dove represents the pinnacle of

james s prose this version is the definitive new york edition which appeared in 1907 together with the author s preface

The Wings of the Dove

2000-11-01

a hawk turns into a dove and peace falls over the world the hawk is sad he is tired of war so he changes his face and puts on gloves whoosh he has become a gentle dove and all

around him the world is at peace war planes turn into butterflies soldiersÕ guns sprout dazzling flowers everyone is joyful as a blanket of calm envelops the world but though happy now

the dove still worries will it last in a time of uncertainty a powerful story that dares to imagine peace overcoming war

The Hawk and the Dove

2019-05-07

there is a lot of material on the carroll family because of their being the proprieters of the colony
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The Dove; Or, Passages of Cosmography

1839

in 9th century normandy norse shieldmaiden halla and frankish christian taurin struggle to preserve their marriage as fanatics on both sides threaten to destroy the fragile peace between

their peoples

The Ark and the Dove

1969

designed to be used by children in their first six months of school pm starters one and two

The Raven and the Dove

2021-11-21

christian is good at his job in fact he s the very best his most recent assignment is about to change his life christian will be forced to choose between the life he has always known and

the one that might be christian s faith will be tested as he sets out on a dangerous journey to save allie the woman who will forever change his life hutter creates a vivid picture of a world

caught between heaven and hell this visual novel will catch your attention and make you question what you think you already know

The Ant and the Dove

2000-09

a brilliant and revealing biography of the two most important americans during the cold war era written by the grandson of one of them only two americans held positions of great

influence throughout the cold war ironically they were the chief advocates for the opposing strategies for winning and surviving that harrowing conflict both men came to power during

world war ii reached their professional peaks during the cold war s most frightening moments and fought epic political battles that spanned decades yet despite their very different views

paul nitze and george kennan dined together attended the weddings of each other s children and remained good friends all their lives in this masterly double biography nicholas thompson
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brings nitze and kennan to vivid life nitze the hawk was a consummate insider who believed that the best way to avoid a nuclear clash was to prepare to win one more than any other

american he was responsible for the arms race kennan the dove was a diplomat turned academic whose famous x article persuasively argued that we should contain the soviet union

while waiting for it to collapse from within for forty years he exercised more influence on foreign affairs than any other private citizen as he weaves a fascinating narrative that follows

these two rivals and friends from the beginning of the cold war to its end thompson accomplishes something remarkable he tells the story of our nation during the most dangerous half

century in history

The Dove and the Pigeon

2010-03-23

the raven and the dove is gothic horror at it s most sensitive and most powerful here is a novel for readers who like to feel that special chill at the base of the spine who like to pick up a

book and then find they simply can t put it down a highly accomplished novel by a very talented writer

The Hawk and the Dove

2009-09-15

zara and noah have walked together with the creator for their entire lives and they have done their best in an increasingly wicked and defiant world to raise their three sons to follow in

their footsteps it has been a challenge and it s about to get much much harder when the creator tells her husband to build an ark to escape the coming wrath against the sins of

humankind zara steps out with him in faith but the derision and sabotage directed their way from both friends and extended family are difficult to bear as is knowing that everyone she

interacts with beyond her husband her sons and their wives is doomed to destruction and when the ark is finally finished and the animals have been shut up inside zara and her family

embark on an adventure that will test their patience and their faith as they await deliverance and dry ground experience the story of noah and the flood like you never have before with

bestselling and award winning author jill eileen smith as your guide you ll never look at a rainbow the same way again

The Descent of the Dove

1956

historical fiction series from a fascinating era caught in the sweeping changes connected with the european reformation and renaissance sixteenth century holland under the reluctant
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leadership of william of orange rebelled against the strong control of spain s king philip the war that ensued to squelch the rebellion and exterminate religious heresy at any cost sets the

background for ethel herr s compelling series the seekers in the dove and the rose two young people are wrenched apart by the struggles of their parents pieter lucas is banished from

his home for refusing to abide by his father s commitment to the beggars an extreme wing of calvinism aletta engelshofen is not allowed by her father to see pieter for fear of any

association with the beggars while they meet in secret aletta promises her love to pieter and that she will wait for him until the trouble passes swirling tides of emerging religious political

cultural and personal independence clash in this excellent first book in the seekers

The Raven and the Dove

2005-05-01

alfred duggan s saxon novels have a special cachet in the cunning of the dove this masterly author chooses edward the confessor as his hero the story is told by the royal chamberlain

he thinks in english speaks in french and writes in latin but duggan does our share of the work and the fog is dissipated st edward is unwrapped from the shroud of ignorance that has

enveloped him and is presented as a credible human being a saint but one whose unworldliness gave him extraordinary political foresight he is remembered for the splendid foundation of

westminster but his greatest contribution was his unswerving belief that england needed a norman rule to unify the country before alfred duggan wrote this novel edward the confessor

was probably the dimmest of english kings but duggan is a master and brings to life a whole remote age which we accept miracles and all evening standard he is a true artist creating

and composing from a disciplined imagination there is no denying the coherence and lucidity of his account times literary supplement

The Hawk and the Dove

1992

the encounter dr lucas greywolf had carved a life for himself in wyoming tending to the needs of his people until rachel fortune arrived her outsider s ways annoyed him her delectable

body aroused him and although lucas sensed he should avoid this troublesome woman a passion neither could deny drove them together and soon he discovered that rachel would bear

his child lucas knew he couldn t force this willful woman to become his wife yet how he wanted her to truly surrender herself body and soul to their love

The Ark and the Dove

2024-02-27
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jack cherie the twins and a family friend ryan find themselves at the end of the world from the edge of their forest as far as the eye can see there is nothing but death and destruction

trying to make sense of the catastrophic events the small group is thrust into a world far beyond their wildest imaginations forcing them to quickly adapt to the art of survival navigating

their way through ever changing realities the group soon learns that thoughts become things and innocent thoughts become things fast

The Dove and the Rose (Seekers Book #1)

1997-04-01

do you know the biblical story of noah and the ark and the flood which covered the whole earth in the elephant and the dove author lenie nilsen provides young readers with a beautifully

illustrated account portrayed through the eyes of two elephants essie and sortie and a little white dove called sweetie in the story the animals were saved from perishing in the flood

because noah obeyed god lenie has sensitively captured the animals feelings and thoughts her passion to share god s word to others clearly shows in her writing

The Cunning of the Dove

2012-07-19

a sweeping saga of the building of americas railroads and the courageous men and women whose lives and loves have made history this title is the first in a three book historical

romance series original

The Eagle and the Dove

1980

although i wanted to honor my dad in this book i also wanted to preserve a history for future generations the world is constantly changing and the strength and simple joys that we had

several years ago sometimes seem to get lost in the hustle and bustle of today s world life was harder then but the simple things in life were good enough to keep us going along with a

faith in a loving and kind god i am hoping that by sharing these memories it will show the strength of family the joy that family can bring and the love that should never get lost many of us

have family stories and antics we treasure in our memories most of mine involve my dad with his songs and poetry remembering second edition is a collection of these memories the first

edition of this book was simply a recitation of those poems and songs some of the songs were written by dad yet many were songs he heard his daddy sing as he was growing up on the

farm in the 1920s and 30s with the second edition i have taken it a bit farther many of the poems written had stories that went along with them which have been included where possible
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the history behind some of the music and variations to the lyrics has been included additionally i have added family stories and history both bad and good happy and sad these memories

of love laughter heartache and struggles should not be forgotten over time this second edition also includes poetry that had been lost previously and some additional poetry from daddy s

aunts children and grandchildren

The Dove and the Eagle ...

1851

read along or enhanced ebook in this collection of three lesser known aesop fables you will learn why bats fly at night why you should pick your friends carefully and why even a tiny ant

could be your guardian angel

The Wolf and the Dove

2010-08-01

an ant topples into a stream while drinking water and is saved by a dove will the little ant get a chance to express her gratitude to the kind dove for saving her life read the heart warming

tale of the dove and the ant in this cute and wonderfully illustrated storybook about how a good deed is alwaysrewarded adapted especially for little readers this book is the perfect read

aloud story for kids

The Dragon and the Dove

2013-04-08

the final tournament of the century was a glorious sight here in champagne unless you have been privileged to see the colourful pavilions the brave pennants the sleek horses and to

hear the cheerful noise of the vendors of all manner of goods unless you have walked amongst the sideshows of freaks and jugglers stilt walkers and tethered bears whose beady little

eyes follow you unless you have seen and heard all this you cannot imagine how young amaury de montfort felt the morning he woke up on count thibaut s estate that first week of

advent in the year of our lord 1199 peering over the battlements of thibaut s castle the little boy could not know the effect this tournament would have not only on his life and that of his

family but eventually on the lives of many thousands of innocent people who would die rather than give up their beliefs everyone who was anyone was present at this tourney after all

thibaut was cousin brother and nephew to kings and could easily afford the cost of mounting such a spectacle amaury himself came from a long line of illustrious warriors in the ile de
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france and he was related through his grandmother to the earls of leicester in england the whole of the flower of french knighthood was present and there was even a rumour that the

pope himself had sent one of his legates to preach a special message here for it was the beginning of the feast of the nativity the novel the dove and the devil is the story of the events

that were set in motion on that winter s day when simon de montfort amaury s father first answered the pope s call to a crusade he never made it to the holy land and the reasons why

he didn t were what drew him to the attention of pope innocent the third innocent was pleased to put this faithful son of holy mother church in command of the first army ever to fight

christians in a christian land the holocaust which followed when de montfort swept with his armies into occitania ensured that a million souls would be wiped off the face of the scorched

earth of that part of france which we now know as languedoc and the modern notion of genocide would be born the novel weaves between the lives of the noble de montfort family in the

north and the humbler family of the heroine maurina in the south of the country maurina is a cathar a believer in an alternative set of christian beliefs she is one of the people de montfort

is intent on destroying by the time de montfort and his armies invade her country maurina is growing up and can recognize that the clash of cultures will benefit no one the extreme

cruelties perpetrated by both sides will change the face of her beloved occitania forever her life becomes inextricably bound up with the life of guy de montfort amaury s younger brother

whose political and religious views are not entirely in harmony with those of the rest of his family the budding friendship of the two young people is torn apart by political and religious

considerations but it is a testament to how youth can have hopes that things might change in the impossible world in which they live the dove and the devil is the first part of the de

montfort trilogy part two the dove in flight will be available towards the end of 2007

The Elephant and the Dove

2013

the hawk and the dove is historical fiction with threads of magical realism and romance it develops over six wartime periods the viking era the peninsula war the us civil war world war ii

and the killing fields of rwanda and vietnam a hawk and dove flow through these times influencing characters in their struggles

The Eagle and the Dove

1944

rich with imagery and emotion this collection of captivating tales of a 13th century community reflects the timeless drama of people learning to love and accept god s grace
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The Eagle and the Dove

2007

the legend in the 18th dynasty of egypt there was born a love that could never be broken that of a young queen and a great warrior and while the warrior s duty to combat the infidel was

strict and though his beloved was the wife of pharaoh the two would be separated only by death and then only for a time the lovers elizabeth summers came to the dig at akhetaten in

1892 great things were being discovered english archaeologists had made huge advances and egypt s fantastic history was being laid bare but elizabeth was not destined to simply study

history she was to be a part of it swept away by desert raiders the pale beauty found herself in the arms of a great sheikh and while elizabeth didn t know whether she was the

reincarnation of an ancient queen she realized that in this man s arms she had found her destiny

The Hawk and the Dove

1970

The Decoy and the Dove

2002-03-12

The Bear, the Bat, and the Dove: Three Stories from Aesop

2017-12-13

The Eagle and the Dove

1972
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Hawk and the Dove

1995-12-01

The Dove and the Ant

2019-04-14

The Dove and the Devil

2006

The Dove and the Donkey

2006-07

The Lion and the Dove

1996

The Boy and the Dove

1997-01-01
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The Hawk and the Dove

2018-11-26

Wolf and the Dove

1990-10-01

The Hawk and the Dove Trilogy

2000

The Falcon and the Dove

2014-01-01
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